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ABSTRACT 

k Bench for Df decays into 17 -K- and rf n* has been performed by the 

Markll collaboration at the PEP e + e~ storage ring. n particles are reconstructed 

by their 77 decay mode. The n fragmentation has been measured and found to 

be in good agreement with the Lund model prediction, n' production has been 

measured for the first time in e + e~ high energy annihilation. Good indications 

are found for both decay modes D* —1> w* and D* —07' TT* . 
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This paper presents a measurement of inclusive i and tj' production in 

e + e ~ annihilation using the 208 pb" 1 data sample collected with the Markll 

detector at PEP. We also present evidence for exclusive decays of the D* involv

ing f) and n' • 

0 1 T H E INCLUSIVE rj PRODUCTION 

The Mark II detector is described in detail elsewhere , Since the rj particles 

are reconstructed via their T J decay mode, the liquid argon electromagnetic 

calorimeter is of primary importance for this analysis, Its energy resolution has 

been measured to be 14% jy/E and ita angular resolution is 8 mrad. 

Hadronic events were selected by requiring a minimum number of 5 charged 

tracks with a minimum total energy of 7 GeV . The event is divided into 2 

hemispheres about the sphericity axis Events with at least 2 neutral tracks in 

the same hemisphere were considered, where a neutral Hack is defined as a energy 

cluster of at least 200 MeV in the Barrel Liquid Argon Calorimeter. 

To reduce the combinatorial background generated by photons coming from 

JT° decays, all photons having an invariant pnass between SO MeV and 200 MoV 

with any other photon were rejected. 

The resulting -y-j invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig.la and Fig.lb, 

for z>.2 and z>.3 respectively, where z is the energy of the "n pair divided by 

the beam energy. The v signal is very clear in the high z region in which we 

will search for n coming from T)f d. L .-, . The fragmentation function is plotted 

on Fig.2 T' total systematic error is estimated to be 20 %, dominated by 

Kit uncertainty in the width of the f) signal. The agreement with the LUND 

prediction as represented by the solid curve is good. The ij multiplicity per event 
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has been estimated using minimal cuts in order to be sensitive to the largest part 

of the i) cross section. 1167 ± 212 rj were obtained, in a kinematic region sensitive 

to roughly 75% of the total cross section. This leads to JV, = 0.68 ± 0.17 ± 0.14 

in good agreement with the JADE and HRS measurements of 0.64 ± 0.15 

and 0.58 ± 0.10 respectively, and the LUND prediction of 0.70 . 

02 SEARCH FOR D= -*rj w* 

The IJ candidates arc combined with any charged track found in the sam* 

hemisphere and compatible with a w according to the Time of Flight system. 

An r) candidate is then denned as follows : a kinematical fit is performed on 

both photons assuming the angles are perfectly measured. The momentum of 

each photon is thus reseated using the nominal rj mass as a constraint. Only 

pairs with unconstrained mass between 450 and 650 MeV and with a x1 f ° r t n e 

kinematical fit less than 6 are retained. In order to ensure the best possible 

signal/noise ratio for the rj peak, further cuts were applied: 

i . Cuts were applied to reject clusters formed by 2 merged f coming from 

an energetic ^ decay. The electromagnetic shower was required to be 

compatible wild the presence of a single photon in the first layer of the 

liquid argon calorimeter. 

2 zosd* has to be less than 0.7 , where 8' is the angle between 1 photon and 

the 17 line of flight in the rj rest frame. The background tends to peak at 

cosfl* = 1 , corresponding to asymmetric photon pairs. 

3, The T] momentum is required to be over -i.o GeV [s>.3). 
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4. One photon has to have a pi relative to the thrust axis greater than 500 

MeV. This cut favors photons from Df decays compared to the soft photon 

background. 

An excess of events is found in the D* mass range (Fig.3 ). The probability 

tha t this excess is due to a statistical fluctuation of the background deduced from 

the observed mass spectrum both in the data and in the MonteCarlo is estimated 

to be 0.05%. We therefore claim a good indication of the decay D* —*rj w d at a 

3 a level. 

A polynomial background and a gauasian of fixed mass and free width were 

fitted to the data. The fit gave 16 ± 6 D* . with a width of 40 r. 15 MeV consistent 

with the 50 MeV expectation. This corresponds to a preliminary B.a of 7 ~ 3 pb. 

This is 3 ±1.3 tjm«ys iafjer than the world averarjed B.a for the I^T* mode . 

Quite interestingly, the Markl l l collaboration has presented evidence 4 for the 

same decay mode of the D* , with a comparable branching ratio. 

0 3 INCLUSIVE V P R O D U C T I O N 

The »)' is searched for in the n * " « rr.ode. The two piov.s are required to 

be in th« same hemisphere as the U o photons. The *) seh-rlion is comparable to 

the one used in the previous section. 

A clear 17' signal of 45 ± 11 events can be seen on Fig.4. This is the first 

measurement oft;' production in e~e high energy annihilation. The TJ' fragmen

tation Function is shown on Fig.2 . The number of TI' above z~.'l is N^-(/.-- 2) 

=0.09±0.033-0.02 . som^A'hai lower ihai the Lund number "f 0.14 in ti.i> 1 range. 

Assuming the Lund fragmentation furn t J>• n leads to a number of T\' per event of 

0.26-0.09 ± 0 . 0 5 . 
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04 SEARCH FOtt D* -TJ ' it* 

T}' candidates are combined with any charged track above 1 GcV found in the 

same hemisphere. An t]' candidate is considered when the invariant mass of the 

T\ x* Tt~ system is between 0.9 and \ GeV. The rj' was then farced onto its masH 

shell. Furthermore, the TJ momentum has Lo be greater than 2.5 GeV. 

An excess of events is found in the D* mass region, indicating the observation 

of the decay D* -*^' TT* at a 3 a level. Preliminary evidence for this branching 

ratio is that it is at least as large as the TJ •n± . 

05 CONCLUSION 

The t) fragmentation function has been measured and found in agreement 

with previous measurements and with the Lund model. The rj' inclusive produc

tion has been measured for the first time in high energy annihilation events. Its 

rate is somewhat lower than predicted by the Lund model. Good indications at 

a 3 c7 level have been found of the decays D* -«TJ n± and T)f ->ij' x* , The 

first decay mode is found to have a branching ratio about 3 times as large as the 

l)f -*q)T - one, hi good agreement with a recent Marklll result. The rj' IT* mode 

^ found lo be at least as important as the iy n- mode . 
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